Cleaning our environment...

Ecoline™ Product Line:

Flat Brush Ring Sunline™

Welcome to the World of Technical Brushes
SAJAS GROUP is a forerunner in the manufacturing of

As an indication of the dynamics of 65-years old Sajakorpi

technical brushes in the world. Its success is based on

Oy, many worldwide patents and design patents have

high quality products and continuous product research

been granted to its products and production methods.

and development. As a result of the development the

The vision of the family owned corporate now in the third

worldwide known Ecoline™ product family represents

generation is to become the most desired brush brand in

the top of the field of technical brushes in its production

the world. Today, Sajas Group serves their customers in

technology, performance and its environmental properties.

more than 30 countries all over the world.

Flat Brush Ring Sunline™
The new standard

Sunline™ is flat version of the Ecoline™ brush ring made

Full plastic Sunline™ brush rings can be used in all weathers.

of 100% polypropylene. It is designed to be used with

The bristles can withstand extremely cold temperatures

distance rings. A guaranteed exact inner diameter of the

without breaking. Corrosion is not conceivable with the

brush ring ensures an even wear of the broom. Sunline™ is

Sunline™ system. Sunline™ brush rings are lighter when

compatible with all sweepers using a brush ring system.

compared with traditional brushes, which reduces the

Patented EP 1005281; PL 186681; CZ 293855; US 6,260,927; CA 2,267,227 and others.

sweeper weight.

As all Ecoline™ products, the Sunline™ also includes many
environmental benefits as well. Full plastic brush rings
won’t rust so they can be stored inside or outside. Brush
rings are packed for easy handling. The way of packing
also preserves the quality of the brush rings.

Ecoline™

Cleaning our environment
Materials and structures of all Ecoline™ products have been
chosen to diminish waste and increase recycling. The full
plastic brushes can be disposed in a recycling collection
point. Regranulated raw material can be used to produce new
products. Due to polypropylenes good heat value it is suitable
for creating heat energy by incineration amongst community
waste. The full metal brushes can be recycled along with other
metals.

The majority of used brushes end up at waste tips and therefore
some countries have a special waste disposal fee. Preserving
your own living environment doesn’t limit only to using renewable
energy sources or emission trading. Every one of us can influence
with our own choices. This course is known as sustainable
development. Have you experienced the difference between a
conventional brush and an Ecoline™ brush? Preserve nature,
money and yourself. USE THE DIFFERENCE!

Ecoline™ product family gained the Environment Award 2007 from Tampere Junior Chamber of Commerce.

... with our recyclable brushes.
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Find your nearest dealer at www.sajas-group.com

Sajakorpi Oy
Service in English, French,
Swedish and Finnish language
Tel.
+358 3 347 7700
Fax
+358 3 347 7750
Email
saja.finland@sajas-group.com

AS Sajakorpi
Service in Russian and Estonian language
Tel.
+372 6 596 410
Fax
+372 6 596 525
Email
saja.estonia@sajas-group.com

Saja GmbH
Service in German language
Tel.
+49 5405 615523
Fax
+49 5405 615524
Email
saja.germany@sajas-group.com
Due to the continuous product development Sajas Group reserves the right to modify specifications without prior notice.
Contact Sajas Group or your local distributor for full details.
Sajas Group, SAJA™, Ecoline™, Sunline™, Beeline®, Starline™,
Snowline™, Uniline™, Turboline® and Skyline™ are trademarks
or registered trademarks of Suomen Tekniset Harjat Oy or its
subsidiaries. All the other trademarks are the property of their
respective companies.
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